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Abstract: In this thesis, the connections between air quality and climate are studied. For

this purpose, regional climate model RegCM3 and chemistry transport model CAMx has

been coupled offline with one- and two-way interaction. Our work represents a first attempt

to connect RegCM3 not only with CAMx, but with any other chemistry transport model.

As a first step, an offline one way couple of RegCM3 and CAMx has been developed,

meaning that the climate model drives the transport, emission, chemical transformation and

deposition of species while the radiative feedbacks of gases and aerosols are not considered.

A meteorological interface has been developed at our department in order to convert the

meteorological data generated by RegCM3 to fields required by CAMx. For those parameters

that are essential for CAMx but the regional climate model does not supply them, diagnostic

methods were implemented into this interface. Further, it is used to calculate biogenic

emissions. Regarding anthropogenic emissions, a simple utility has been developed to

temporally and spatially interpolate the emission data into arbitrary grid and time resolution.

The RegCM3-CAMx offline couple was first employed to investigate the climate change impact

on air quality. We performed runs on three decades: 1991-2000, 2041-2050 and 2091-2100.

On the first decade we validated the models. We compared average species concentrations,

exceedances and other measures of ozone, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide and particulate

matter between present and future. We found significant shift from the present values,

caused by the modified meteorology in changed climate. Further, we applied this couple

for assessment of the non-linear chemistry effects during dilution of concentrated emission

sources. We used an approach tested already for aircraft to consider these non-linearities

on ship nitrogen oxide emissions and we showed that significant differences are modelled

in ozone and NOx concentrations when these effects are included. Finally, taking into

account the radiative feedbacks of gases and aerosols, we ran models RegCM3 and CAMx

two-way coupled and showed significant surface temperature change and, confronting with

measurements, an improvement in model’s performance.
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